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According to the White Paper issued this week, Scotland’s Future, an independent Scotland will have
a new written constitution (this repeats the commitment contained in the Scottish Government’s
earlier White Paper of March). The intention is to replace Westminster parliamentary supremacy with
the ‘sovereignty of the people of Scotland’ since, the Government claims, popular sovereignty has
historically been ‘the central principle in the Scottish constitutional tradition.’ While this latter claim
may be questionable, the commitment to a written constitution does promise a significant
constitutional break with the Westminster tradition and a new constitutional culture for Scotland.
In this blog I will briefly discuss three matters:
When will the proposed constitution be drafted and promulgated?
What will it contain?
How will it be drafted?
When will Scotland have a new constitution?: The short answer is, we don’t know exactly. The
task of drafting a new constitution will not commence until after the Scottish Parliament elections
scheduled for 5 May 2016, some six weeks after Independence Day, set for 24 March. The White
Paper does not offer a view as to how long the drafting process is likely to take and therefore we
have no provisional date for the eventual promulgation of a new constitution.
What will it contain?: There is something of a tension between the substantive constitutional
proposals put forward in the White Paper and the process by which it will be drafted.
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The Scottish Government offers a fairly extensive list of what it thinks the constitution should contain,
and a number of these provisions are key to its vision for independence. For example:
equality of opportunity and entitlement to live free of discrimination and prejudice
entitlement to public services and to a standard of living that, as a minimum, secures dignity and
self-respect and provides the opportunity for people to realise their full potential both as
individuals and as members of wider society
protection of the environment and the sustainable use of Scotland’s natural resources to embed
Scotland’s commitment to sustainable development and tackling climate change
a ban on nuclear weapons being based in Scotland
controls on the use of military force and a role for an independent Scottish Parliament in
approving and monitoring its use
the existence and status of local government
rights in relation to healthcare, welfare and pensions
children’s rights
rights concerning other social and economic matters, such as the right to education and a Youth
Guarantee on employment, education or training
Another proposal is that Scotland would remain a constitutional monarchy ‘for as long as the people
of Scotland wish us to be so’. In relation to a number of these proposed rights, such as the
opportunity of education, training or employment and rights to welfare support and health care, there
is no commitment that these would be legally enforceable by courts but rather the more vague
suggestion that they will be ‘questions of social justice at the forefront of the work of Scotland’s
Parliament, government and public institutions.’
But in any case, since the Government does not propose to draft the constitution itself, each of these
is merely a proposal for consideration. As we turn to the proposed process by which the constitution
will be drafted we find that there is no guarantee that any of these commitments will in fact find their
way into a new constitution.
Drafting the Constitution: A Scottish Constitutional Convention? The White Paper provides that,
following the elections of May 2016, a constitutional convention will be established to ‘prepare the
written constitution’. But how can it be so sure? There is no guarantee the SNP will win the 2016
elections and another party or parties forming the government at that time may have different views
about this.
The Scottish Government seeks to deal with this by way of some form of constitutional guarantee or
entrenchment: ‘The constitutional platform, along with the refreshed Scotland Act, will be the
founding legislation of an  independent Scotland and will not be subject to significant alteration
pending the preparation of a permanent constitution by the constitutional convention’. It is stated in
the White Paper that, during the transitional stage between the referendum and Independence Day
on 24 March, legislation will be passed placing a duty on the Scottish Parliament elected in 2016 to
establish a constitutional convention. It is not clear by whom this legislation will be passed although it
does seem that the goal is either for concurrent legislation of the UK and Scottish Parliaments or for
the Westminster Parliament to transfer power to the Scottish Parliament for this purpose. Even so,
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independent country. This issue is worthy of more detailed consideration in due course and important
lessons may well be found from comparative cases.
Assuming that the Scottish Parliament does assume the role as convener of a constitutional
convention in 2016, what will this convention look like? Perhaps not surprisingly at this stage the
White Paper offers little in the way of detail. But all the same important questions remain to be asked.
We are told that the convention will be ‘open, participative and inclusive’ and that the new constitution
‘should be designed by the people of Scotland, for the people of Scotland’. But is the proposed
convention likely to be a genuinely popular process?
In one passage the White Paper states: ‘International best practice and the practical experience of
other countries and territories should be considered and taken into account in advance of the
determination of the process for the constitutional convention. In the last decade, citizen-led
assemblies and constitutional conventions have been convened in British Columbia (2004), the
Netherlands (2006), Ontario (2007) and Iceland (2010). Since 2012, Ireland has been holding a
citizen-led constitutional convention to review various constitutional issues.’ From a number of these
examples it is clear that citizens can be engaged directly and in meaningful ways in drafting important
constitutional provisions. But is this what the White Paper proposes? In fact this passage is
juxtaposed with the suggestion that the constitutional convention ‘will ensure a participative and
inclusive process where the people of Scotland, as well as politicians, civic society organisations,
business interests, trade unions, local authorities and others, will have a direct role in shaping the
constitution.’
This raises the question: will the process really be a popular and meaningful engagement with
citizens, or will it be a largely elite-led event, like the Scottish Constitutional Convention from
1989-1995? Will in fact the new constitution be drafted by elites – politicians, civic society
organisations, business interests, trade unions and local authorities? If so, is this satisfactory? After
all, of these groups only politicians are elected by the citizens of Scotland. To whom are the other
organisations accountable and in what ways? Who would select members of these groups to sit on
the convention, on what basis, and with what degree of decision-making power would they be
vested? The reference to ‘civic society organisations’ introduces a risk that pressure groups with
fixed agendas and well-oiled activism machinery could hijack the process, arguing persuasively for
the entrenchment in the new constitution of their own particular priorities, priorities which may not
have the support of a plurality of citizens.
Such an approach to constitutional drafting runs counter to some of the other examples cited in the
White Paper. The Citizens’ Assemblies in British Columbia and Ontario, for example, were composed
of citizens selected randomly from the electoral role. This was a direct attempt to take constitutional
decision-making out of the hands of elites, be they politicians or members of the fabled ‘civil society’.
Another question is: what power will such a convention, whether popular or elite, have? The White
Paper says it will ‘prepare’ the constitution. Does that mean it will have the authority to present a final
version of the constitution for ratification? Or would its role be advisory only, subject to change by the
Scottish Parliament?
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Government’s goals outlined above, including the personality of the head of state. However, there
seems to be one exception here. According to the White Paper the convention will itself be limited in
its remit by at least one substantive precondition: ‘Key equality and human rights principles, including
the requirements of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), would be embedded in the
written constitution.’ This seems to be a non-negotiable commitment which the convention could not
override. In other words, the convention will not be able to give effect to the ECHR in a way
comparable to sections 3 and 4 of the Human Rights Act 1998, leaving the last word to the Scottish
Parliament, a power which Westminster currently enjoys. There is also the suggestion that legislation
during the transition period will give the ECHR the same legal force for reserved matters as it already
has for devolved matters. Both these transitional arrangements and the constitutional
pre-commitment on the ECHR in turn make the supremacy of judges over the new Scottish
Parliament in the human rights area another de facto pre-commitment. Of course it may be that a
constitutional convention or citizens’ assembly would come to the view that this is good for Scotland,
but surely that should be left to this process to determine?
Finally, how would the constitution be promulgated? Would it simply need the ratification of the
Scottish Parliament, or would there be a referendum? The White Paper does not say, but given the
growth in referendums within our constitutional practice it seems inconceivable that such a
momentous constitutional development, intended to declare the sovereignty of the Scottish people,
could take place without the express authorship of the people expressed in a referendum.
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